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INTRODUCTION
This task challenges us to graph linear equations which compare currencies of different 

countries. Using the graphs, we must research items from different countries and compare the 
costs of those items in terms of Australian dollars. I have decided to chose a range of Apple 
products as well as various popular women’s perfumes. We must draw conclusions based on 
the prices of the products and where the items are the cheapest or most expensive. As an 
extension to this task, we must find out the annual average wages in each country and the 

individual product category totals as a percentage of the annual average wages. Once again, we 
must draw conclusions based on this data.



CURRENCIES



PRODUCTS



FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES



T-CHART & GRAPH - USD TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - CAD TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - BRL TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - GBP TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - EUR TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - ZAR TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - JPY TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - SGD TO AUD



T-CHART & GRAPH - NZD TO AUD



APPLE PRODUCT PRICES



APPLE PRODUCT RANKINGS



APPLE PRODUCT ANALYSIS
iPad Air, 128GB, Wi-Fi: The cheapest country to purchase an iPad Air from is Japan, where the 
cost of the product is ¥48,800 or A$557. The country with the most expensive price for an iPad 
Air is Brazil. The cost of the product equals R$2,999 or A$1,202. Australia is ranked 4th out of 
the 10 countries, with a cost of A$599 for the iPad Air. It sits A$106 below the average price of 
A$705 for the iPad Air among all the countries. 

iPhone 8 Plus, 64GB: The least expensive place to buy an iPhone 8 from is Japan, with a cost of 
¥89,800 or A$1,025. The country with the highest price for the iPhone 8 is Brazil, where the 
cost is R$4,599 or A$1,843. Out of all the 10 countries, Australia is the 4th cheapest country to 
purchase the iPhone 8 from, with a cost of A$1,229. Australia sits just A$92 below the average 
price of A$1,321 for the iPhone 8.

iPod Touch 6, 128GB: The cheapest country to buy an iPod Touch from is Japan, where the cost 
is ¥32,800 or A$375. The country with the most expensive price for the iPod Touch is Brazil, 
with a high cost of R$1,999 or A$801. Australia is ranked 6th among the 10 countries to 
purchase the iPod Touch from, with a price of A$449. Australia is only A$35 below the average 
price of the iPod Touch, which is A$484.

MacBook Pro 13”, 3.1GHz, 256GB:  A MackBook Pro can be purchased at the cheapest price 
from Japan, where the cost of the product is ¥198,800 or A$2,270. The most expensive price 
for the MacBook Pro is in Brazil, with a cost of R$13,899 or A$5,569. Between the 10 countries, 
Australia is ranked 5th to purchase the MacBook Pro from, with a price of A$2,699. Australia sits 
A$261 under the average price of A$2,960 for the MacBook Pro among all the countries. 

iWatch Series 1, 38mm: The most cost effective place to buy an iWatch from is Japan, with a 
cost of ¥27,800 or A$317. The country with the highest price for the iWatch is Brazil, where the 
cost is R$1,999 or A$801. Out of all the 10 countries, Australia is the 4th cheapest country to 
purchase the iWatch from, with a cost of A$359. Australia sits A$52 under the average price of 
A$411 for the iWatch.



APPLE PRODUCT ANALYSIS
Total Apple Category: The total average price for the Apple category 
comes to A$5,880. The highest price was sourced from Brazil (A$10, 
216), while the lowest total related to Japan (A$4,545). 

Most Expensive Country - Brazil: Based on a Deutsche Bank, report 
published in May 2016, Brazil is the most expensive place in the world 
to buy the iPhone and other Apple products. Brazil’s strict labour laws, 
its 60% flat tax on most imported products and transportation 
challenges are the main factors responsible for high electronics prices 
in the country. Even where components are manufactured within 
Brazil, the high operational costs and inefficiencies make the final 
product costs prohibitive compared to other countries. 

Least Expensive Country - Japan: For most electronic gadgets 
including Apple products, Japan comes out as one of the cheapest. 
Despite the high rents and wages in Japan, the combination of low 
import duties and very competitive wholesale prices, are responsible 
for the attractive retail electronics prices. Further, given the high 
standard of living, the demand from Japanese consumers for Apple 
products is huge, allowing wholesalers to sell big volumes at low 
margins. 



PERFUME PRICES



PERFUME RANKINGS



PERFUME ANALYSIS
Obsession by Calvin Klein, 100ml/3.4oz: The cheapest country to purchase Obsession from is 
France, where the cost of the product is €23.12 or A$34.94. The country with the most 
expensive price for Obsession is Singapore. The cost of the product equals S$79.95 or A$76.37. 
Australia is ranked 6th out of the 10 countries, with a cost of A$35.11 for Obsession. It sits 
A$3.89 below the average price of A$39 for Obsession among all the countries. 

Guilty Gucci by Gucci, 75ml/2.5oz: The least expensive place to buy Guilty Gucci from is 
France, with a cost of €39.18 or A$59.21. The country with the highest price for Guilty Gucci is 
Singapore, where the cost is S$123.50 or A$117.97. Out of all the 10 countries, Australia is the 
6th cheapest country to purchase Guilty Gucci from, with a cost of A$59.49. Australia sits 
A$5.51 below the average price of A$65 for Guilty Gucci.

Chloe New by Chloe, 75ml/2.5oz: The cheapest country to buy Chloe New from is France, 
where the cost is €53.24 or A$80.46. The country with the most expensive price for Chloe 
New is Singapore, with a high cost of S$96.80 or A$92.46. Australia is ranked 5th among the 10 
countries to purchase Chloe New from, with a price of A$80.83. Australia is A$1.17 below the 
average price of Chloe New, which is A$82.

Bvlgari by Bvlgari, 100ml/3.4oz:  Bvlgari can be purchased at the cheapest price from France, 
where the cost of the product is €41.10 or A$62.11. The most expensive price for Bvlgari is in 
Singapore, with a cost of S$81.80 or A$78.14. Between the 10 countries, Australia is ranked 6th 
to purchase Bvlgari from, with a price of A$62.41. Australia sits just A$1.59 under the average 
price of A$64 for Bvlgari among all the countries. 

Flash by Jimmy Choo, 100ml/3.4oz: The most cost effective place to buy Flash from is France, 
with a cost of €30.58 or A$46.21. The country with the highest price for Flash is Singapore, 
where the cost is S$81.00 or A$77.37. Out of all the 10 countries,  Australia is the 5th cheapest 
country to purchase Flash from, with a cost of A$46.42. Australia sits A$3.58 under the average 
price of A$50 for Flash.



PERFUME ANALYSIS
Total Apple Category: The total average price for the perfume 
category comes to A$300. The highest price was sourced from 
Singapore (A$442), while the lowest total related to France 
(A$283). 

Most Expensive Country - Singapore: According to the 
Economist Intelligence Unit’s annual Worldwide Cost of Living 
survey, released in 2017, Singapore is the most expensive city in 
the world, for the fourth year in a row. These rankings compare 
the prices of more than 400 products and services worldwide. 
Perfumes are mostly imported out of Europe and higher 
market prices prevail based on demand from the local 
population and tourists. 

Least Expensive Country - France: Traditionally, France has 
been one of the centres for cultivation of aromatic plants for 
perfume essence since the 14th century. Today, France is the 
centre for European perfume design and trade. Therefore, 
perfume costs are among the lowest in the world. 



AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGES

*NOTE*:  Australia tops the wage ranking based on a prosperous economy and a strong exchange rate in recent 
times. South Africa and Brazil bottom out the list due to low average wages and fluctuating currencies. 



APPLE PRODUCTS AS A PERCENTAGE 
OF AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGES



APPLE PRODUCT PIE CHARTS
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WAGE ANALYSIS - APPLE
Australia:  The cost of all the Apple products combined would total roughly 7% of the average Australian annual wage, which is A$80,070. In comparison to 
most of the other countries, purchasing the selected Apple products would not take away a major chunk of the annual Australian wage. 

Brazil: The cost in total for all five Apple products would more than account for the complete average Brazilian average wage, which is A$10,083. This is 
understandable as the costs for the Apple products were most expensive in Brazil. In addition to this, the wage in Brazil is the lowest out of all the 
countries. In fact, the cost for all the Apple products work out to A$133 over the average wage of Brazil. Hence, buying these products would be extremely 
prohibitive for the average person living in Brazil. 

Canada: Similar to Australia, the combined cost of all the Apple products total roughly 7% of the average Canadian wage of A$66, 032. Once again, in 
comparison to most of the other countries, buying the selected  Apple products would be quite affordable for the average person living in Canada. 

France: 11% of the average French wage, which is A$55, 628, would be spent, if all the five Apple products are purchased. When compared to the other 
developed nations, the purchase of these Apple products would pinch the pockets of the average person in France slightly more. 

Japan: Although Japan is the cheapest country to purchase Apple products from, the sum of the costs of the Apple products takes up approximately 9% of 
the average Japanese wage of A$48,481. For a person living in Japan, it would moderately exhaust their annual wage. 

New Zealand (NZ): The total cost for all Apple products would account for roughly 10% of the average wage in New Zealand, which is A$54,001. In 
comparison to most of the other countries, purchasing all the Apple products would be moderately taxing for the average person living in New Zealand. 

Singapore: The sum of the costs for all the Apple products would take up 11% of the average wage in Singapore, which is A$46, 492. This is similar to 
France, where the purchase of all the Apple products would affect the average person slightly more. 

South Africa: 33% of the average South African wage, which is A$19, 399, would be spent if all the five Apple products are purchased. When compared to 
majority of the other countries (except Brazil), the purchase of all selected Apple products would be quite unaffordable for the average person in South 
Africa.

United Kingdom (UK): The average wage in the United Kingdom is A$58, 537. By purchasing all the Apple products, the average person living in the United 
Kingdom would use up approximately 10% of their wage. The impact of these purchases on the British wage is relatively moderate.

United States of America (USA): The total cost of all the Apple products combined would be roughly 6% of the average American wage, which is 
A$78,318. In comparison to the other countries, purchasing all the Apple products would impact the average American the least. 



PERFUMES AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGES



PERFUME PIE CHARTS
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WAGE ANALYSIS - PERFUME
Australia:  The cost of all the perfume products combined would total well below 1% of the average Australian wage, which is A$80,070. Purchasing all the 
perfume products would hardly tax the average person living in Australia, due to the relatively low prices of perfume and the high average wage. 

Brazil: The cost in total for all five perfumes would take up roughly 3% of the average Brazilian wage, which is 10,083. This is mainly because Brazil has the 
lowest wage out of all the countries. Buying all the perfume products would impact the average person living in Brazil the most. 

Canada: Similar to Australia, the combined cost of all the perfume products totals less than1% of the average Canadian wage of A$66, 032. This would have 
a minor impact on the average Canadian’s life. 

France:  Even though France is the cheapest place to buy the perfume products,  under 1% of the average French wage, which is A$55, 628, would be 
spent if all the five perfume products are purchased. Although the impact is slightly more than Australia, buying all the perfumes does not affect the average 
person living in France too much.

Japan:  Purchasing all the perfume products takes up under 1% of the average Japanese wage of A$48,481. For a person living in Japan, it would be 
affordable to purchase all the perfume products in relation to their wage. 

New Zealand (NZ): The total cost for all perfume products would roughly come to under 1% of the average wage in New Zealand, which is A$54,001. 
Again, in this case, purchasing all the perfume products would be affordable for the average person living in New Zealand. 

Singapore: The sum of the costs for all the perfume products would take up approximately 1% of the average wage in Singapore, which is A$46, 492.  
When compared to all of the above countries (except Brazil), the impact on an average Singaporean’s average wage is slightly more due to the highest 
perfume prices. 

South Africa:  More than 1% of the average South African wage, which is A$19, 399, would be spent if all the five perfume products are purchased. South 
Africa is second only to Brazil, in terms of the highest percentage of annual wage. 

United Kingdom (UK): The average wage in the United Kingdom is A$58, 537. By purchasing all the perfume products, the average person living in the 
United Kingdom would use up less than 1% of their wage. The impact of these purchases on the British wage is therefore negligible.

United States of America (USA): The total cost of all the perfumes combined would total less than1% of the average American wage, which is A$78, 318. 
Again, this is quite affordable to the average American. 



CONCLUSION
Based on a careful selection of countries and currencies and two sets of global product 
categories, the results and conclusions are quite interesting (when compared in Australian 
dollars):

-Selected Apple products are cheapest in Japan and most expensive in Brazil.

-Selected perfume products are cheapest in France and most expensive in Singapore. 

-Average annual wages are highest in Australia and lowest in Brazil.

-As a percentage of average wage, the Apple category is most affordable in America and 
least affordable in Brazil.

-In case of the perfumes category,  Australia come out as most affordable while Brazil is 
the least affordable yet again. 



REFLECTION
This assessment task challenged me to relate my knowledge of linear 

equations to a real life situation. While graphing my linear equations and 
converting currencies, I learnt a lot about how currency works in the 
world. The use of t-charts, linear equations and graphs, tables and pie-
charts, helped me in the analysis and interpretation of the results. I was 

courageous when challenging myself to choose more than one category of 
global products across 10 countries representing all continents. I was a 

thinker and organised my project in an orderly fashion. Additionally, I also 
managed my time wisely and ensured that I included all of the project 

criteria. Next time, I would like to study the same currencies over multiple 
days to see how the exchange rates change over time and affect the costs 

of living. 
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